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Enhancing Library Services: Utilizing Bibliographic Databases for Social Network Analysis
Michele R. Tennant, AHIP, Assistant Director, Biomedical and Health Information Services, and Bioinformatics Librarian, Health Science Center Libraries and UF 
Genetics Institute, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL;  Cathy C. Sarli, AHIP, Scholarly Communications Specialist; Kristi L. Holmes, Bioinformaticist; Bernard 
Becker Medical Library; School of Medicine, Washington University, St. Louis, MO
SCOPUS SEARCH QUERY: 
AU-ID("Barbazuk, William Brad" 25631708000) OR AU-ID("Brocchieri, Luciano" 6602101267) OR AU-ID("Burleigh, Gordon J." 26532493100) OR 
AU-ID("Burleigh, J. Gordon" 8588617700) OR AU-ID("Burleigh, J. Gordon" 35329216400) OR AU-ID("Chaparro, Jose X." 6602081557) OR 
AU-ID("Chen, Sixue" 35228714500) OR AU-ID("Choe, Keith Patrick" 7103359178) OR AU-ID("Fernandez-Funez, Pedro" 6506810942) OR   
AU-ID("Foster, Jamie S." 7403380934) OR AU-ID("Foster, Jamie S." 36559039100) OR AU-ID("Gillooly, James F." 6701469257) OR AU-ID("Girón, 
Jorge A." 7102460733) OR AU-ID("Girón, Jorge A." 36008573500) OR AU-ID("Gonzalez, Claudio F." 8072891100) OR AU-ID("Gonzalez, Claudio F." 
35764313900) OR AU-ID("Gravlee, Clarence C." 9735741500) OR AU-ID("Harmon, Philip F." 23982558900) OR AU-ID("Huang, Suming" 
7405418785) OR AU-ID("Huang, Suming" 35248026500) OR AU-ID("Ishov, Alexander M." 6603019334) OR AU-ID("Kertes, Darlene A." 
6507764093) OR AU-ID("Lorca, Graciela L." 6602104542) OR AU-ID("Lu, Jianrong" 24390900500) OR AU-ID("Mai, Volker" 7006952659) OR 
AU-ID("Rajanna, Chythanya" 6506308998) OR AU-ID("Rincon-Limas, Diego Enrique" 6603267566) OR AU-ID("Riva, Alberto" 7101687421) OR 
AU-ID("Riva, Alberto" 35303564900) OR AU-ID("Salemi, Marco" 7004151299) OR AU-ID("Salemi, Marco" 35436128100)  OR AU-ID("Wang, Gary 
P." 7407619775) OR AU-ID("McDaniel, Stuart F." 7103323711) 
SCOPUS SEARCH QUERY: 
AU-ID("Cain, Brian D." 7102684730) OR AU-ID("Cain, Brian D." 35301536300) OR AU-ID("Allred, David R." 7006120831) OR AU-ID("Anderson, Peter D C." 
7404424714) OR AU-ID("Atkinson, Mark A." 35400228700) OR AU-ID("Baker, Henry V." 24727839100) OR AU-ID("Baker, Henry V." 35228768200) OR 
AU-ID("Barbet, Anthony F." 7006067323) OR AU-ID("Barbet, Anthony F." 35228816700) OR AU-ID("Borovsky, Dov" 7003785233) OR AU-ID("Borovsky, Dov" 
36448264700) OR AU-ID("Byrne, Barry J." 7101731009) OR AU-ID("Byrne, Barry J." 35236363700) OR AU-ID("Byrne, Barry J." 7101731009) OR AU-ID("Byrne, Barry 
J." 35236363700) OR AU-ID("Casella, George" 11041938000) OR AU-ID("Casella, George" 7102871914) OR AU-ID("Chang, Lung J." 35363650000) OR 
AU-ID("Chang, Lung J."36626918000) OR AU-ID("Chang, Lung J I" 7404274824) OR AU-ID("Condit, Richard C." 35795013900) OR AU-ID("Dame, John B." 
35253420400) OR AU-ID("Dame, John Benjamin" 7006233379) OR   AU-ID("Denslow, Nancy D." 7006032730) OR AU-ID("Dunn, Ben M." 7202816762) OR 
AU-ID("Dunn, Ben M." 35236729200) OR AU-ID("Ferl, Robert J." 7007020171) OR AU-ID("Ferl, Robert J." 35242190200) OR AU-ID("Frost, Susan Cooke" 
17634321400) OR   AU-ID("Goodenow, Maureen M." 7003689214) OR AU-ID("Goodenow, Maureen M." 35309916400) OR AU-ID("Guillette, Louis Joseph" 
7006669244) OR AU-ID("Gulig, Paul A." 7004228738) OR AU-ID("Hannah, L. Curtis" 7006477316) OR AU-ID("Hannah, L. Curtis" 35319996900) OR 
AU-ID("Hauswirth, William W." 35242353400) OR AU-ID("Johnson, Julie Ann" 34769989600) OR AU-ID("Klee, Harry J." 35510345900) OR AU-ID("Miyamoto, 
Michael M." 7402577551) OR AU-ID("Miyamoto, Michael M." 35339372900) OR AU-ID("Semple-Rowland, Susan L." 7004233531) OR AU-ID("Swanson, Maurice 
S." 7201597482) OR AU-ID("Swanson, Maurice S." 35318857000) OR AU-ID("Swanson, Maurice S." 8370974400) OR AU-ID("Tan, Weihong" 34769324700) OR 
AU-ID("Wallace, Margaret R." 14326167000) OR AU-ID("Wallace, Margaret R." 36090423200) OR AU-ID("Driscoll, Daniel J." 7202812293) OR AU-ID("Driscoll, 
Daniel J." 35271530100) OR AU-ID("Anderson, P. A V" 35104265000) OR AU-ID("Anderson, P. A V" 7404424518) OR AU-ID("Anderson, P. A V" 36591736200) OR 
AU-ID("Anderson, Paul A." 36700987200) OR AU-ID("Lewin, Alfred S." 25722038100)
Networks are everywhere...
Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon
In an interview in 1994, Kevin Bacon commented that he had worked with everybody in Hollywood or someone 
who's worked with them. The game Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon rst surfaced at about the same time. 
Bacon Metrics!
The Bacon number of an actor or actress is the number of degrees of separation he or she has from Bacon, as dened 
by the game. This is an application of the Erdős number concept to the movie industry. The higher the Bacon 
number, the farther away from Kevin Bacon the actor is.
The computation of a Bacon number for actor X is a "shortest path" algorithm:
    Kevin Bacon himself has a Bacon number of 0.
    The Bacon number of actors who have worked directly with Kevin Bacon is 1.
    If the lowest Bacon number of any actor with whom X has appeared in a movie is N, X's Bacon number is N + 1.
Elvis Presley was in 
Change of Habit (1969) 
with Edward Asner
Edward Asner was in JFK 
(1991) with Kevin Bacon
Bacon number = 1
Bacon number = 0
Bacon number = 2
Data and Tools
Assistant & Associate Professors
University of Florida Genetics Institute
n = 20,  January 2009 - April 2011
Full Professors
University of Florida Genetics Institute
n = 20,  January 2009 - April 2011
 # of Nodes 
(authors) 










705 15572 44.176 466 0.06275 
Full Professors 1936 35232 36.397 1905 0.01881 
 
Nodes -  individuals; in this case, authors.
Edges - relationship between the individuals; in this case, 
      co-authorship.
Average degree - how many neighbors a node in the 
      network has on average.
Largest connected component - the largest connected 
      collection of nodes.
Density - the number of ties in ratio to the total number of 






Newman ME. The structure of scientic collaboration networks. Proc Natl Acad 




Social network analysis (SNA) can be a powerful method of visualizing the eorts of a group.   Forty faculty from the University of Florida's Genetics Institute were selected for SNA, based on their academic 
standing (20 assistant and associate professors and 20 full professors). A literature search was carried out in Scopus for each group of faculty (both junior and more experienced faculty). The bibliographic data 
from the literature search was downloaded and subsequently used to create a network to compare collaborations, evidenced by coauthorship on papers. The social network analysis was carried out using the 
Network Workbench Tool (NWB) from the Cyberinfrastructure for Network Science Center.
Networks can describe many dierent types of relationships and interactions.  Networks are often used 
in the sciences to describe everything from disease transmission to brain networks, cell signalling 
events and dependencies, and gene cascades. More and more everyday social relationships are 
described  in terms of networks, including relationships on social networking sites such as Facebook 
and LinkedIn and on the microblogging platform, Twitter. The relatively recent empasis in academic 
circles to focus upon researcher networking platforms and features to promote discovery and 
collaboration has also highlighted co-author and co-investigator networks in platforms.
LinkedIn Maps
Social network analysis has emerged as an important method for understanding research eorts and can play a role in 
helping to shape an institution's strategic direction and evaluating research programs. This project aims to utilize traditional 
bibliographic resources in developing value-added services such as social network analysis for an institution, department, or 
specialized research center.
The NWB tool supports the large-scale analysis of scholarly data 
including publication, citation and joint investigator relationships.  It 
provides access to more than 110 algorithms relevant for the study 
of social networks, and can be used to quickly test and rene analysis 




     Bibtex (.bib)
     Endnote Export Format (.enw)
Data Providers
     Web of Science by Thomson Reuters (.isi)
     Scopus by Elsevier (.scopus)
     Google Scholar (access via Publish or Perish;
           save as CSV, Bibtex, EndNote)
Scholarly Database
Network Formats
     NWB (.nwb)
     Pajek(.net)
     GraphML (.xml or .graphml)
     XGMML (.xml) 
Other Data Sources
     Awards Search by NIH and NSF
     MEDLINE publications
     United States Patent and Trademark Oce
Other Formats
     CSV (.csv)
     Edgelist (.edge)
     Pajek (.mat)
     TreeML (.xml)
Social Network analysis has even made its way to a fun party game: Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon
Miyamoto, MM
WoS SEARCH QUERY:
Subject Heading=(ARTS HUMANITIES OR LIFE SCIENCES BIOMEDICINE OR MULTIDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE 
TECHNOLOGY OR PHYSICAL SCIENCES OR SOCIAL SCIENCES) AND Author=(MIYAMOTO M*) AND Institution=(UNIV 
FLORIDA OR UNIV SO CALIF)
Timespan=All Years. Databases=SCI-EXPANDED, A&HCI, SSCI. 
Miyamoto, MM
Social network analysis can be a powerful method of understanding the authoring relationships of a single investigator. Data for the analysis originated 
from a literature search in Web of Science (search query below) and the social network analysis was carried out using NWB.  
References:
NWB Team. (2006). Network Workbench Tool. Indiana University, Northeastern University, 
and University of Michigan, http://nwb.slis.indiana.edu
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_Degrees_of_Kevin_Bacon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_network
Wasserman, S. Social network analysis: methods and applications in: Structural Analysis in 
the Social Sciences. Cambridge University Press, 1994
The role of the library...
Map collaboration, publication and funding proles of 
investigators
Track changes in collaboration networks over time (using 
papers, conference abstracts, proposals)
Examine activity: “before and after” an action, unit, funding 
opportunity, or reorganization
Activity and productivity over the course of dened career 
stages
Track and visualize “most cited” papers
Use word co-occurrence – focus quickly on areas of 
expertise using bibliographic information
Burst analysis – examine the emergence of concepts over 
time
Visualize core facilities, their use, potential patterns of users 
among the cores 
Visualize relationships with community groups, identify 
“connectors”
Understand the reach of a program like a CTSA in a 
geographic sense – dierent relationships, projects, eorts
Shown to the right and left are examples of co-authorship 
networks.  There are many other types of analyses that can 











Libraries and librarians bring a wealth of knowledge 





Expertise in database selection
Knowledge of publication types
Understanding of ontologies
Understanding of controlled vocabularies
Relationships with data sources 
Understanding of their organization 
Knowledge of people within the organization
Technical know-how
Librarians can apply their skills and 
expertise to all stages of SNA: 
1.  identify appropriate analysis
2.  identify appropriate data source
3.  Develop search query, search
4.  Data clean-up
5.  Analysis
-- Wikipedia
